




Chicago Fire FC (5-7-8, 23 points) wrapped up a three-game road trip with a 3-1 loss at Orlando City SC
(8-5-7, 31 points). Xherdan Shaqiri had the Fire’s lone goal of the evening, while Facundo Torres scored
twice in a winning effort for his team.

Orlando got on the board first following a flurry of shots late in the first half. Martín Ojeda picked off a
ball outside of the Fire box, taking a touch before sending it wide to Kyle Smith. The Orlando right back
then swung a ball into the near side of the box, where Torres leapt to head the opener home. Torres’
38th minute goal tied him for the team lead with six for the season and gave his side the lead going into
the half.

Chicago came out of the break on the front foot, looking to equalize early. After winning a corner in the
50th minute, Shaqiri dropped a pinpoint cross into the path of Kei Kamara, whose header was saved off
the line by Orlando goalkeeper Pedro Gallese. The parried ball fell onto the path of Herbers, whose
attempt to tap the ball in was saved once again off the line by a defender.

Orlando took advantage of the near misses minutes later. The home side once again won a corner kick
that was rejected in the box, but a follow-up shot hit the elbow of an unlucky Fabian Herbers. The
referee pointed to the spot and Torres took his team’s scoring lead with his seventh goal of the season
on the good penalty kick.

The Fire wasted no time getting back in the game. Brian Gutiérrez advanced the ball forward through
the middle of the pitch, working his way into the box off a give-and-go from Shaqiri. Upon receiving the
ball, Gutiérrez was shoved down in the box, resulting in a penalty kick that Shaqiri took. The Swiss
midfielder placed a strong kick well away from the gloves of Gallese and in for his second goal of the
year.

Looking for an equalizer, the Fire left plenty of gaps that Orlando soon exploited. In the 75th minute, a
ball was sent toward Ramiro Enrique while in an offside position. Fresh off the bench, the forward
decided to peel away from the ball and instead allow Iván Angulo to get to it. Enrique then got back onto
an onside position, received a pass from Angulo and rifled a ball past Brady, just inside of the far post
for the final goal of the match.

NEXT MATCH: The Fire return to the lakefront to face Nashville SC at 7:30 p.m. CT on Saturday, July 8
at Soldier Field. The match will be broadcast on Apple TV+, transmitted locally in English on WLS-AM
890 and in Spanish on TUDN 1200 AM.
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SERVICE YOU DESERVE

BRING IT!
C O N S I S T E N T  Q U A L I T Y  A N D  P A S S I O N

GET IN TOUCH WITH US TODAY!
CONTACT INFORMATION: (773) 875- 9899 / TICO@LMDMEDIAGROUP.COM


